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NONRECURSIVE RELATIONS AMONG THE ISOLS

ERIK ELLENTUCK1

Abstract.   The universal isol metatheorem is extended so as to

deal with nonrecursive relations and countable Boolean operations.

1. Introduction. Let =Sf be a first order language with equality con-

taining an infinite list of individual variables v0, vx, • • • , and for each

n<a> an individual n, an «-ary function symbol f for each almost recursive

combinatorial /:X"w—>-co, and an «-ary relation symbol R for each

relation /îçX"w. Terms are built up from variables, constants, and

function symbols by composition, and atomic formulas are of the form

To=Ti or R(To> " " ' j T«-i) where t0, • • ■ , rn_x are terms and R is an

/7-ary relation symbol. Formulas and sentences are defined as usual. =Sf

has the standard interpretation in a> (write co|=3I[x] for "the assignment

x satisfies 31 in co") and is interpreted in A by letting fand R denote/^ and

RA respectively (write A|=3I[x] for "the assignment x satisfies 31 in A").

Throughout this paper 31 will denote a quantifier-free conjunctive normal

form formula all of whose free variables are among y0, • • ■ , vk_x and all

of whose relation symbols occurring negated in some conjunct of 31 are

among R0, • • • , R„_i- Whenever we wish to stress these symbols we

write 31(/?0, • • • , R„-i) and let "H(R'0, • • • , R'„-i) be the result of replacing

each negated occurrence of R, in 31 by R¿ for /</? (provided each R¡ and

R'i have the same ary-ness). We assume that the reader is familiar with the

notions A, A00, totally unbounded, specification (Sh), and Horn reduction.

A set /îçX^w is eventual if its complement \k(o — R is not totally un-

bounded. It will also be convenient to introduce an improper notion

A°°|=(VtJ0, • • • , iv-_i)3Ito mean A|=3I[x] for every x 6 XkAco. Our starting

point is the fundamental metatheorem of [3] which characterizes uni-

versal sentences in A.

Theorem 11.1 of [3]. If all relation symbols occurring in 31 denote

recursive relations then

(i) A1 ¡=(Vt;0, ■ ■ ■ , fi._1)3( if and only if there is a Horn reduction 31' of

31 such that {x e X*w: wj=3t'[x]} is eventual.
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(ii) A|=(Vd0, • • ■ , v^yli if and only if co|=(Vi;0, • • • , v^Jll, and for

each o^k and h:o^>-ca there is a Horn reduction 21' of 21 such that

Sh{x e X*<w:tw¡=2T[x]} is eventual.

In our first result we remove the restriction that the relation symbols

in 21 denote recursive relations. Thus we have

Theorem 1. (i) Aœ^=(Vt;0, • ■ • , v^ßltfo, ■•• , Rn_x) if and only if
for each sequence of recursively enumerable relations R'0, ■ ■ ■ , R'n_x with

R'iCkR¡for /</., there is a Horn reduction 21' <?/~2t such that

{x e X.kco:co ¡= 2T(/?¿, • • • , R'n-X)[x]} is eventual.

(ii) A|=(Vi70, • • • , vk_x)%(R0, ■■■ , Rn_x) if and only if

co \= (V»0, • ■ • , »M)H(*o, • • ■ , Rn-X)

and for each sequence of recursively enumerable relations RÓ, ■ ■ ■ , R'„_x

with R'i^Rffor /<«, and for each o^k and h:a^-co there is a Horn

reduction 21' of 21 such that Sh{x e X*co:co|=2I'(AÓ, ■ • • , R'n-i)[x]} is

eventual. If all R¿ are recursively enumerable suppress all mention of R¡

above.

Note that the replacements made above of R¿ for R¿ are only at the

negated occurrences of R, in 21. Amusing consequences of Theorem 1 are :

(i) If AÇw is immune with immune complement S=co—R then

Aœ|=(Vt'0)(R(t>0)—<-S(i>0)) by Theorem l(i) although nothing could be

falser in co. (ii) If Rq co is immune and is expressed as the union R=

S0U5j of two infinite disjoint sets then A|=(Vi;0)(R(D0)->-S0(t;0)vS1(i;0))

by Theorem 1 (ii) even though neither Horn reduction is eventual in w.

Note, however, that these examples readily follow from the fact that

RA=R for immune R (cf. Theorem 4.1 of [3]). These examples in no way

illustrate the strength of Theorem 1 which is concerned rather with getting

results when function symbols are present. It would be desirable of course

to develop a theory which would allow for not necessarily recursive almost

combinatorial functions; however, the well-known result that in general

composition of such functions does not commute with their extension

makes us pessimistic of such a possibility.

Our second result concerns a generalization of Theorem 1 to a class of

infinitary universal sentences in J¡fa _ . The basic symbols of this language

will be the same as those of if except now we allow countable conjunc-

tions, disjunctions, and application of countable homogeneous quantifier

blocks. In this paper 23 will denote a quantifier free formula of J&a a

consisting of a countable conjunction of countable disjunctions of atomic

formulae and their negations. We assume that the free variables of 23

are among v0, vx, • • •, and that the relation symbols occurring negated
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in some conjunct of 93 are among R0, Rl5 • • • . We stress these symbols

by writing 93(F0, Rx, • • ■) and let 23(/?ó, R'i, ' • •) be the result of replacing

each negated occurrence of R¿ in 23 by R,' for /<co (provided each R¡

and R'i have the same ary-ness). Let v=(v0,vx,---) and express the

universal closure of 93 as (Vy)93. Let 93' be any conjunct of 93. We say

that 93" is a finite approximation of 93' if 93" is obtained from 93' by striking

out all but a finite positive number of disjuncts of 93'. Thus 93" is an

ordinary formula of S? whose universal quantification can be expressed as

(V)t;93".

Theorem 2. A" \= (Vi;)93(/?0, Ri, " ') if and only if for each sequence

of recursively enumerable relations R¡¡, R'x, • • •, with R'Í^R¡ for /<co,

and for each conjunct 23' o/" 23, there is a finite approximation 23" of 23'

such that Aœ j=(Vü)93"(FÜ, R", • • •). If all /?.,■ are recursively enumerable

suppress all mention of R'i above.

Amusing consequences of Theorem 2 are: (i) If R¿ = (o—[i} and 23 is

(R1(ü0)aR2(2;o)a' ' ')—^v0=0) then (Vd)23 is an infinitary universal Horn

sentence true in co but false in A since no finite approximation of 23 holds

eventually in co. (ii) If/?ÇW is a recursively enumerable nonrecursive set

and S0, Sx, ■ • • is an enumeration of all the recursive subsets of R, and 93

is R(v0)-+(S0(v0)vSx(vo)v- ■ ■), then (Vt;)23 is true in w but false in A

since no finite approximation of 23 holds eventually in co. Example (ii) is

Corollary 3.9 of [4]. It is an interesting result because it implies that the

method of extending relations by frames is indeed stronger than the

method of extending relations by equations.

2. Proofs. The proof of Theorem 1 depends on a simple lemma

which was probably overlooked because no one was looking for it. We

have

Lemma 1.    If R^Xnco, S^Xkco, and'/]-:X4'w—*■«>, for /<«, are recursive

combinatorial functions such  that  (Vx e Xfc«)   (x e 5  iff </0(x), • • • ,

/n_x(x)) 6 R) then for all x e XkA, x e SA if and only if </0A(x), • • • ,

/(n-i) a(x)} e RA.

Proof. We extend ordinary set theoretic notation componentwise

to rV-tuples as follows. Let &> be the power set operation. If a, ß e X'cáa(co)

let «Çj3 ifa.iQßi for i<k, let <xnß be that element of Xk^((o) such that

(a.nß)i=a.inßi for i<k and let jot] be that sequence of cardinals such that

|<x|, = |a,| for i<k. If A^XkP(co) let U A e XkP(oj) satisfy (U A),=

U {a, :<x e A} for i<k. Finally let Q be the set of all finite subsets of co.

Now for our proof. Let x={x0, ■ ■ ■ , xk_x) e SA and choose £ =

(£„, ••• , Çk_x) such that x, = Req(f,) for i<k. Let G be a recursive
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S-frame such that f is attainable from G, in symbols f e sé (G) and let

<Pf, i<n, be recursive combinatorial operators inducing/. Write 93(a) for

<950(a), • • • , <pn_x(a.)). One direction of our lemma follows by showing that

F= {93(a): a e G) is a recursive R-fxavne for which 93(1) g sé(F). Now F*

is recursively enumerable because F* = {/?:(3a g G*)(ß^cp(a))}. If

7 g F* then yc 95(a) for some cue G. Next we define

S(y) = <P(CG(\J ij:(3/ < «)(3x g y(.)(j = ^U))}))

and note that Z is partial recursive and yç£(y)çr 93(a). Since 2(y) e F,

it is clearly the required CF. Fis closed under f] because G is closed under

H and cp is multiplicative, ß e F implies |/S| G /? follows by hypothesis

and the definition of F. Thus F is a recursive /?-frame. If y G Xn£ and

y£9>(f) then a=U {y:(3/</2)(3x 6 y¿)(y=97¿~1(x))}c f and hence y£

tp(a)£ ç>(Cc(a))ç 93(f). But Cj,(y) = «j.(C0(a)) 6 F so that 93(f) G <í/(F).

Conversely suppose that Fis a recursive R-frame such that 93(f) G sé (F).

The other direction of pur lemma will follow by showing that G=

{oc: 93(a) g F} is a recursive 5-frame for which f e sé(G). Let us first note

that W={93(a): a g Xfc0} is a recursive frame and that 93(f) e sé(H).

Since 99(f) g sé(F) and 93(f) is isolated, 3.6 of [3] implies that FC\H is a

recursive A-frame and 93(f) e sé(Fc~\H). Hence there is no loss of gener-

ality by assuming that F£ H. Then

(1) oc = 9>(U {y:(3i < n)(3x g a,-)(y = 9T1«)})

for a g F follows from elementary properties of combinatorial operators.

We show that G* is recursively enumerable, that G is closed under f),

and that a g G implies |a| e S in exactly the same way as before. If y g G*

then y£ a for some a G G. Now define

2(y) = y u U l>:(3. < n)(3x G (C^rfy)))^ = ?71«)}

and note that S is partial recursive and y£21(y)sa. Moreover, from (1)

we see that cp(Z(y)) = CF(cp(y)) e Fand consequently S(y) is the required

CG. Thus G is a recursive S-frame. If y g Xfcô and yÇf then 93(y)£

C^(93(y))£ 93(f). It immediately follows from the definition of 2(y) that

ysS(y)Çf, i.e., f esé(F).   Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. F/.<? sa/tii? ai Lemma 1 except that we replace the f, i<n,

by almost recursive combinatorial functions.

Proof. For notational ease assume that R, S s « and/is unary. Our

proof below works equally well in the general case. Let us suppose that

/ is almost recursive combinatorial and (Vx G co)(x e S ifff(x) G R).

Let R={x G X2«:x0—xx e R} and let/+,/~ be a pair of unary recursive
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combinatorial functions such that (Vx e co)(f(x)=f+(x)—f~(x)). By

definition of R, (Vx e co)(x e S iff (/+(x),/-(x)> e R) and hence by

Lemma 1 we have (Vx e A)(x e SA iff (/î(x),/^(x)) 6 RA). The sentences

(Vy0, xx, v2)(v0 + Vi = v2 A R(v2, v0) -► R(vx)),

(Vt>0, vx, v2)(v0 + vx = v2 A R(vx) -^ R(v2, v0))

are true in co, have no atomic formula containing both a function symbol

and a relation symbol denoting a nonrecursive relation, and hence by

Corollary 11.2 of [3], are true in A. Thus for all x0, xx e A if x0^X! then

(x0, xx) e RA if and only if x0—xx e RA. Since fA(x)=fX(x)—fA(x) for all

x e A our lemma follows immediately.   Q.E.D.

We also need the following result which is proved in [2],

Lemma 3. // R^Xnco, S^co are recursively enumerable andfi:co->-co

for i<n are combinatorial functions (which are not necessarily recursive)

such that (Vx e co)(x e S iff (/0(x), • ■ • ,/„_i(x)) e R) then there is an

immune set 6 such that if £ç d is infinite and x= Req(£) then x e SA if and

only if(f0A(x), ■ ■ ■ ,/(„_i)A(x)) e RA.

Proof of Theorem 1. (A sketch; refer to [3] for all the details.) As in

the proof of Theorem 11.1 of [3] part (ii) reduces to part (i), and for (i) it

suffices to consider the case where 31 is a single conjunct. We may also

dispense with equality and assume terms have been collapsed to single

function symbols. Thus we may assume that 31 has the form

(2) n^W)^!^!)))
i< n i < m

where \~[ (2) denotes repeated conjunction (disjunction) and if R say, is

y"-ary, we have written R(f(i>)) as short for

R(f0(t;0, • • • , vk_i), ■ ■ ■ , f^x(v0, ■ ■■ , vk_i)).

Now suppose that 31 satisfies the arithmetical condition on to given in (i)

and that x 6 X^A00 satisfies A|=nt<„ R^Mlfx], i.e.,fA(x)eRiA for

i<n. By the definition of extension by frames this implies that there are

recursively enumerable relations R'i, /?¿£ R¿ for /'<«, such that/A(x) e R'iA,

i.e., A|=r]!<n R'i(f¿(v))[x]. Hence by hypothesis there is a Horn reduction

31' of 3Í, such that 31'(7?¿, • • • , R'n_i) has the form

(3) Il R;(f/»)) - S(g(r)),
i < n

where S(g(f)) is one of S¿(g¿(¡;)), and which eventually holds in co. Let

R'i = {x 6 Xkoj:fi(x) e /?■}, S" = {x e Xk<o:g(x) e S} so that by making the
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appropriate replacements in (3),

(4) EI RJ(») - S"(v)
i<n

eventually holds in co. By Corollary 11.2 of [3], (4) will also hold in A°°.

By Lemma 2, x g R'iA for i<n and hence by (4), x g Sa so that again by

Lemma 2 gA(x) e SA, i.e., A|=S(g(t;))[x] and therefore

A |= 2 S¿(gl(t3))[x].

Thus (2) holds in A". Conversely suppose that the arithmetical condition

on co in (i) does not hold, i.e., that there are recursively enumerable

R'i, R'i'QRi for i<m such that for each/</«

(5) ilR;(f¿W)->S,g^))
i<n

does not eventually hold in co. Define R'i, S'i as above so that

(6) I1r;'w-s»
i<n

does not eventually hold in co for each j<m, and note that the R'i are

recursively enumerable. Now by the method described in [1] we can

construct a /c-tuple h(x)= (h0(x), • • • , hk_x(x)) of not necessarily recursive,

but unary combinatorial functions such that for each i<n, j<m, and

x<cu, h(x) e R'i, but h(x) $ S'j for infinitely many values of x. By Lemma

3 there is an immune set 0c o> such that for every infinite subset fC0,

if x=Req(f) then hA(x) e R"A for i<n (note that here is the place where

we really use the fact that each R'i is recursively enumerable). Further by

the usual category argument on the Cantor space of subsets of 0 we can

actually find a fo£0 such that if x0=Req(f0) then u0=hA(x0) $ S'¡A for

j<m. We can also guarantee that u0 e X^A" by choosing the components

of h to be strictly increasing functions. Now use Lemma 2 to show that

/¡aW6ÍÍa-a¡a f°r '<h and gjA(u0)<£SjA for j<m. Go back to our

formalism and see that w0 is the required counterexample for (2). Q.E.D.

Having seen the proof of Theorem 1, Theorem 2 requires little argu-

mentation. The positive aspect of the theorem is self-evident; it was the

negative side of the theorem which used a counterexample obtained from

nonrecursive combinatorial functions which gave us difficulty. In Theorem

1 h was nonrecursive because the 5; were nonrecursive. In Theorem 2 h

(an co-tuple of unary combinatorial functions) is nonrecursive for that

reason and also because there need be no effective enumeration of the

infinitely many S¡. The details for the construction of h are tedious
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though straightforward in principle. We use Theorem 1 to show that

certain sets are totally unbounded. The interested reader can see this

argument in the proof of Theorem 2 of [2]. It should be noted that our

negative results could also be gotten from a somewhat altered version of

the compactness theorem of [4].
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